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PHONETICS AND SPEAKING MACHINES
ON THE MECHANICAL SIMULATION OF HUMAN SPEECH

IN THE 17TH CENTURY*

ZSUZSANNA FAGYAL
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

The most wonderful diversity, to say nothing of the variety
of articulation in speech, is observable in the human voice,
that astonishing masterpiece of the Creator. (Euler 1761: 81)
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1. Introduction
The idea of speaking machines is probably as old as human society.

Ancient mythologies abound with tales of heads and statues that spoke the
truth and foretold the future. Such artifacts were revered by African sorcer-
ers, Egyptian priests, and Greek warriors, and they inspired Western civiliza-
tion and literary tradition throughout the Middle Ages. According to contem-
porary and later observers, however, if such devices existed at all, they must
have possessed some ingenious mechanism of deception. This was confirmed
in the 20th century when stone figures from Antiquity revealed signs of
cords attached to their lower jaw, or showed inside cavities with openings in
the back, through which priests could project their voices while remaining
hidden from the public (cf. Cohen 1966).
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Yet, the debate on speaking machines was not over. In fact, during the
early modern period, it took a very different turn, and became a philosophi-
cal issue that had a decisive influence on how most linguists think about
language today. It is customary to place this turning point in the 18th

* I wish to thank Jean Marguin for having provided me with a copy of the 1667 edition of
Sorel’s La Science Universelleand Herbert De Ley, Douglas Kibbee, Peter Golato, Andrea
Goulet as well as two anonymous reviewers for their comments on earlier versions of this
paper. All remaining shortcomings are mine.
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century, which is not surprising since the first records of working speech
automata date back to this time. However, Chapuis & Gélis (1984[1928]),
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leading authorities of this question, also declare that researchers — although
interested in human speech — did not even make ‘serious efforts’ at me-
chanically reproducing it before the 18th century:

The delicate problem of simulating human speech had always attracted,
because of its difficulties, the scientists and rare researchers who dared to
approach it. […] One had to wait until the 18th century to see serious
efforts deployed in reproducing speech by mechanical means. (Chapuis &
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Gélis (1984[1928], vol.II, pp. 26, 202)1

Such efforts during the Age of Enlightenment proved to be so successful as
to lead to an official competition. In 1779, the Academy of Sciences of St
Petersburg announced a contest of fully automatic devices capable of
pronouncing five vowels. The prize ultimately went to the speaking machine
created in 1780 by the Danish scientist Christian Gottlieb Kratzenstein
(1723–1795), but two other machines were also exhibited by their inventors
and documented by contemporary eyewitnesses. These were the speaking
heads by the French Jesuit Abbé Mical (1730–1789) and the speaking box
by the German scientist Wolfgang von Kempelen (1734–1804), both built
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and shown to the public in 1778 in France and Germany. Based on these
facts, it does appear that the 18th century is the legitimate birthdate of text-
to-speech synthesis.

A question remains, however, concerning this history of events. Specifi-
cally, how is it that after centuries of vain attempts, scientists were able to
develop several equally good solutions to the problem of speaking machines
within a few short decades? A possible answer would be to suppose a
transitional period between the literary tradition of oracular heads and the
first public demonstrations of speech automata. A closer examination of the
critical literature leads to the 17th century.

1 “[…] le délicat problème de la reproduction de la voix humaine a constitué de tout temps, par
ses difficultés, un attrait véritable pour les savants et rares chercheurs qui ont osé l’aborder
[…]. Il faut arriver au XVIIIe siècle pour voir des efforts sérieux tendant à reproduire la parole
par des moyens mécaniques”.

Note: Unless indicated otherwise, all translations from the French are by the author of this
paper; the original texts are supplied in a corresponding footnote. These translations are
enclosed in single rather than double quotation marks.
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2. The century of mechanics
Scientists of the early Baroque2 period were ‘enchanted’ by the discov-

ery of speech as a mechanical process. Although numerous mechanical
devices — clocks, fountains, and moving figures — had already been
invented, the 17th century marks the beginning of the era of ‘biological
automata’ (Bedini 1964). Practicing science based on empirical evidence
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rather than the authority of Ancient philosophers, in this new era of mechani-
cal invention, scientists were able to safely distance themselves from official
dogmas and practices, and ‘venture into the simulation of a mental process’
(Marguin 1994: 41; my translation: ZsF3). Although the authority of the
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Catholic Church remained strongly guarded against those who dared to
‘dispute creation from God’, building mechanical toys and moving statues
was no longer considered a work of evil.

Two other factors could have motivated efforts to reproduce human
speech during the Baroque. The first is the considerable amount of knowledge
accumulated in anatomy, speech pathology and speech production during the
previous centuries (Kibbee 1991:144–148; Wollock 1997). As Séris (1995:76)
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observes, ‘mathematicians, physicists, philosophers and doctors in anatomy
took over a field that grammarians have long been the only ones to practice,
namely the nature of the sounds of speech’.4 Although this ‘take-over’ had
already started in the Renaissance, by the early 17th century it resulted in the
integration of the study of speech into the natural sciences. It is, therefore,
no coincidence that Phonetics saw an unprecedented developmental leap5

during this century (Panconcelli-Calcia 1994[1941]). Its status of “border
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area between physics, physiology and linguistics” (Kohler 1981: 161) also
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made speech especially attractive for many of the early Baroque scientists
who still viewed science in a holistic way. Marin Mersenne (1588–1648) and
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2 Although the term ‘Baroque’ is better known as an artistic style, following Friedell (1930),
it is used in this paper as a shortcut for the historical and cultural period stretching roughly
from the beginning of the Thirty Years’ War (1618–1648) to the death of Louis XIV (1638–
1715).
3 “[…] s’aventurer dans la simulation mécanique d’un processus mental”.
4 “[…] des mathématiciens, des physiciens, des médecins anatomistes et des philosophes
s’emparent d’un terrain où les grammairiens avaient longtemps été les seuls à s’aventurer, celui
de la nature des sons de la langue”.
5 The 17th century is the first time period in the history of phonetics shown by a ‘peak’ in the
graphical representation of major advances in the discipline (Panconcelli-Calcia 1994
[1941]: 79).
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Athanasius Kircher (1602–1680), in their quest for ‘universal science’ (cf.
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infra), considered mathematics, as well as matters of faith and religion as
relevant for the study of speech and music as human anatomy, speech
pathology, and the manufacturing of musical instruments.

The second factor motivating interest in the mechanical simulation of
speech was a series of technological advances which were, to some extent,
all integrated into 18th century designs of the speaking machine. Among
these were new inventions such as the first fully automatic calculating
device,6 ‘reinventions’ of ancient techniques like hydraulics, and improve-
ments made to existing tools and instruments such as the manufacturing of
church organs (Marguin 1994).
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Building machines was a passionate occupation during the Baroque
period. While the most famous creations could be included in the French
Academy of Sciences’Recueils des machines approuvées, others were no
more than curious products of their inventors’ wild imaginations. This hasty
machine building could be one reason why 17th century designs of the
speaking machine, although often mentioned (cf. 5.3), did not generate
much interest.

Nevertheless, Séris’s (1995) meticulous review of the Cartesian period
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indicates that the mechanical simulation of human speech was a topic that
received much attention in the 17th century. This was, in fact, ‘the’ moment
in time when speaking machines were ‘caught up’ in a long-lasting philo-
sophical debate about mind and body. It turns out, for instance, that the
optimism of the Swiss mathematician Leonard Euler (1707–1783) concerning
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the future of speaking machines,7 as expressed in hisLetters to a German
Princess in 1761, is a reiteration of similar opinions published about a
hundred years earlier. In hisDiscours physique de la parole(1668), Géraud
de Cordemoy (1626–1684) had already expressed the belief in a machine that
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could ‘articulate’ speech, even though it would not be human-like: ‘[…] Art
can go as far as building a machine that would articulate speech similar to

6 The inventor of this distant ancestor of the computer was the German Wilhelm Schickard
(1592–1635) who reported the mechanism of his ‘calculating clock’ (Rechenuhr) in 1623, three
decades before the French Blaise Pascal’s (1623–1662) famousPascaline from 1653 (cf.
Marguin 1994).
7 Chapuis & Gélis’s (1984[1928]) begin their report on ‘Speaking machines and heads’ with a
quote from this letter. Cohen (1966: 108) also states that Euler “predicted that the future would
give birth to a speaking machine”.
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what I pronounce. But […] it would always pronounce it in the same order’
(Cordemoy 1777[1668]: 788). Cordemoy’s statement, in turn, refers literally
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to Descartes’Discours de la Méthodeand its representation of human speech
as an essentially mental process: “We can certainly conceive of a machine so
constructed that it utters words […]. But it is not conceivable that such a
machine should produce different arrangements of words […]” (translation
from Séris 19939). In short, although all Cartesian philosophers insisted that
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a speaking machine could not ‘speak’ as humans do, they considered the
problem philosophical, rather than technological.

Admittedly the source of inspiration for present-day cognitive approach-
es to language (Chomsky 1966, 2000), Descartes was nevertheless skeptical
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on the issue of speaking machines, a fact which he confided to his friend, the
French mathematician Marin Mersenne (1588–1648): ‘As for the head that
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speaks, [it] is no doubt hiding some deception: because saying that it had
springs and pipes to express the wholePater Noster, […] I have a hard time
to believe’ (Mersenne’s correspondence, 8 October 162910). Mersenne,
however, believed in “[…] making the organ pipes speak, and pronounce all
sorts of syllables, and consequently all sorts of dictions” (Mersenne 1636,
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quoted after Chapman 1957: 432).
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Whether such ‘speech organs’ were — or could have been — built
before Kratzenstein’s famous automaton of 1780 is a question that to date
has not been fully addressed. The aim of this paper is to provide evidence in
favor of the hypothesis that designs of speaking machines similar to the ones
exhibited in the 18th century did in fact exist earlier. Based on a 17th
century excerpt (cf. Exhibits A–C at the end of the present paper) from the
science textbookLa Science Universelle(1667[1641]) of the French writer

8 “[…] l’art peut aller jusqu’à former une machine qui articulerait des paroles semblables à
celles que je prononce. Mais […] elle les prononcerait toujours dans le même ordre”.
9 “On peut bien concevoir qu’une machine soit tellement faite qu’elle profère des paroles, [et
même qu’elle en profère quelques unes à propos des actions corporelles qui causeront quelque
changement en ses organes, comme si on la touche en quelque endroit, qu’elle demande ce
qu’on lui veut dire, si en un autre, qu’elle crie qu’on lui fait mal, et choses semblables] mais
non pas qu’elle les arrange diversement [pour répondre au sens de tout ce qui se dira en sa
présence, ainsi que les hommes les plus hébétés peuvent faire].” (Descartes 1925[1636]: 56–57)
10 “De même la tête qui parle couvre sans doute quelque imposture: car de dire qu’il y eût des
ressorts et tuyaux, pour exprimer tout lePater noster […], j’ai bien de la peine à le croire.”
(Correspondance de Mersenne, tome III, p. 303)
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Charles Sorel,11 together with its potential sources of inspiration, it will be
argued that there were more than just “contact points between machines and
languages” (Séris 1995: 227) prior to the 18th century. Indeed, it seems that
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not only the belief, but also the empirical foundations and at least the design
of a speaking machine appeared during the Baroque period. Speaking heads
and instruments, which still aimed at simulating ‘the act of speaking’ rather
than its product, will be presented briefly along with their contributions to a
better understanding of the mechanics of human speech.

3. The science project of Charles Sorel
Charles Sorel, Sieur de Souvigny (1599–1674), author of the first
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French moral novell’Histoire comique de Francion(1623), is best known for
his literary work. Although an official historiographer of the Court, he never
became, as he intended to be, a great historian. According to his biographers,
he wasted his talents on writing about anything that appealed to his curiosity.
Around 1635, he was reportedly writing on seven different topics, in
addition to history. One of these was science.

As a ‘moderne’,12 Sorel was passionately interested in contemporary
science and philosophy. He deployed considerable energy in promoting it,
and advocated that scientific discoveries of his times should be accessible to
the public in French, and not in Latin. His main source of information was
his extraordinary collection of books, although his biographers also mention
his personal contacts: ‘He had always been in touch with scientists, read the
newest books, and inserted in his novels scholarly references on optical
telegraphy, and formulas of indelible ink’ (Roy 1891: 37513). He was not
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only well informed, but also wrote about science. HisTraité de la perfection
de l’hommeandMéthodes des sciences(1655), for instance, concludes with
Evangelista Torricelli’s (1608–1647) experiments on the void, which Sorel
rightly considered an important discovery of his time. ThePhilosophie
chapter ofLa Bibliothèque française(1635), his influential collection of book

11 To the best of my knowledge, Sorel’s birth year cannot be established with certainty. I rely
on Adam’s (1958: 1347) quote from Gui Patin’s writings for proposing the year of 1599.
12 Sorel’s writings placed him, as early as 1627 (publication date ofLe berger extravagant), in
the forefront of the ‘Quarrel of the Ancients and Moderns’ (Roy 1891:171; Gillot 1914:238–247).
13 “Il avait toujours été lié avec les savants, il lisait les livres nouveaux et inséreait jusque dans
ses romans des allusions érudites, des expériences de télégraphie optique ou des formules
d’encres indélébiles.” (Roy 1981: 375)
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reviews, also contains numerous references to contemporary scientific work
‘following neither Plato, nor Aristotle’ (p. 42). Among these, René Descartes’
writings are presented as ‘masterpieces admired by many people’ (p. 43),
Marin Mersenne’sLa Vérité des sciences(1627) as aimed at convincing
‘those who doubt of everything’ (p. 44), and Salomon de Caus’sLes Raisons
des forces mouvantes(1615) as revealing ‘the secrets of machines powered
by water’ (p. 46). Surprisingly enough, Sorel appears among these distin-
guished scientists as the author ofLa Science Universelle(1667[1641]).

Despite its ambitious subtitle,14 La Science Universelle(Fig. 1) was
destined to become a textbook. It was part of Sorel’s educational project that
gave priority to the teaching of mathematics, natural sciences and modern
languages over Greek, Latin and ancient philosophy. Knowing that there
were no such books available, Sorel set out to write one in seven volumes.
He wrote, published, and revised four of them during his lifetime, and
incorporated them inLa Science Universelle’s first edition in 1641.15 The
book was, however, quite an unusual textbook in that it appears to have been
based on the assumption that schoolchildren already knew a great deal about
the Ancient world; Sorel notes that his book is intended for ‘curious minds
that are notsatisfiedwith ancient knowledge […] and tried to findother
waysto Science’ (Sorel 1667[1635]: 431); my emphasis: ZsF). Furthermore,
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most likely replying to his critics, Sorel justifies his writing about subjects
other books had failed to address: ‘there is not much glory in copying what
can be found elsewhere’ (p. 431). In short, despite its author’s best intentions
to help elementary education, the book appears to be a manifesto rather than
a textbook. By today’s standards, one would probably consider it scientific
popularization.

The first two volumes,La Science des choses corporelles“Science of
physical matters” andLa Science des choses spirituelles“Science of spiritual
matters”, which were published separately in 1634 and 1637, respectively,
dealt with the latest advances in traditional disciplines, such as astronomy,

14 “Where it is treated of the usage and perfection of all things in the World, where one finds
the most beautiful secrets of the arts, and the most serious inventions by mankind” (my
translation of the cover page of Sorel 1667[1641]).
15 Both Roy (1891: 414) and Adam (1958: 1346) cite the publication dates 1644, 1647, and
1668. The manuscript I examined, however, and whose excerpts are published in this paper,
was published in 1667. This date, to the best of my knowledge, does not appear in any of
Sorel’s biographies.
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Figure 1:�Cover page ofLa Science Universelle(Sorel 1667[1641])
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medicine, and theology. A new feature of the joint edition of 1641 was the
publication of a third volume, dedicated to the ‘use and perfection of
physical matters’. In the 1667 edition of this volume, a lengthy description
of a speaking machine appears among numerous ‘artifices’16 that l’homme
doué de raison,“men blessed with reason” (p. 176), will soon be capable of
achieving. Among these miraculous devices were steam-powered boats (‘a
boat of such power that it will be able to go against the stream of a river’ [p.
168]), and flying machines (‘bird-like machines, whose wings will be moved
by springs’ [p. 170]). Although Sorel did not consider speaking machines
useful in everyday life, he thought they were useful for ‘at least demonstrat-
ing the excellence of their invention’ (p. 176, cf. Exhibit Cinfra).

4. Simulating human speech
4.1 Modeling articulatory movements

The machine described by Sorel is a musical instrument. More precise-
ly, it is an organ with numerous pipes and a keyboard used to control the
actions of the pipes. Since human speech is based on the principle of air
blown out of the lungs through cavities, the analogy of pipes makes sense
from an articulatory point of view. The idea of a musical instrument is
justified for other reasons as well. The first one is obvious: both instruments
are built to produce sounds. The second reason is the etymology of the
words ‘music’ and ‘speech’. Originally, the word ‘music’ had a much
broader meaning than today, and corresponded to “what the Greeks called
mousiké, the science of regulated physical action” (Wollock 1997: xxviii). By
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referring to “animate motion” (ibid.) and not to ‘types’ of animate motion,
‘music’ initially encompassed ‘speech’; only later developments in linguistics
and natural sciences would make the two become separate disciplines.
Thirdly, 17th century inventors’ knowledge about the mechanical reproduc-
tion of sounds had to come from musical instruments, because grammar
books could not be of much use in this respect. Despite noticeable progress
during the Renaissance (cf. Laziczius 1966, Kibbee 1991), most language
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treatises in Sorel’s time were still written in the medieval tradition and,
beyond faithfully transmitting Artistotle’s classification of the sound system,

16 The word ‘artifice’ is to be taken in its original meaning fromartificium (Lat.) “a crafty
expedient, an artful device or stratagem”, and not in its current meaning with negative
connotations, such as ‘trick’, ‘ruse’ or ‘feint’ (American Heritage Dictionary, 1985).
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hardly provided details about the mechanics of speech.17 Like all other
advances in the early history of Phonetics, the first designs of speaking
machines emerged from experiments in natural sciences, speech pathology
and musicology (Panconcelli-Calzia 1994[1941]; Wollock 1997).
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Consequently it is not surprising that in Sorel’s description, the simula-
tion of speech sounds is an ‘addition’ to known properties of musical
instruments: ‘We already make organs that imitate a human voice that sings,
without any speech to articulate’ (p. 174). This is most likely a reference to
vox humana, a register of organs,18 which purports to imitate the human
voice. As for the way speech could be added to this register, Sorel suggests
that ‘it is necessary to add the diverse endings of words with an ingenious
artifice’ (p. 174). The description he provides, however, remains rather vague
and general (ibid.):

It is noticeable that one opens the mouth differently in order to pronounce
vowels, and their different conjunction with consonants; that the lips have
to tighten for some of them, and to open up a bit for others, and that the
tongue also moves in different ways to achieve this effect.

The mere fact that Sorel is only concerned with the articulation of vowels is
not unusual, given their definition from Antiquity: vowels can be pronounced
alone, but ‘consonants’ have to be ‘sounded with’ vowels. On the other
hand, in contrast to the Greeks’ quantity-based classification of vowels, Sorel
rightly identifies three articulators involved in the articulation of vowels: the
jaw (‘one opens the mouth differently’), lips and tongue. This might indicate
the influence of emerging naturalistic approaches to speech, since the first
demonstration of the role of the tongue in the articulation of vowels is
attributed to Madsen (1568), further elaborated by Wallis (1653), on which
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see Kemp (1995: 374–375). Sorel’s description of lip movements is also
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17 Sorel very likely knew about two important exceptions to this general trend, the Danish
Jacob Madsen’s (1538–1586)De literis libri duo (1568) and the English John Wallis’ (1616–
1703) De Loquela, Tractus grammatico-physicus(1653). Both provided state-of-the-art
knowledge about articulation.
18 The guttural and somewhat muffled voice quality of this register (and instrument) is
generated in capped and slotted cylindrical resonators. This type of organ pipe uses a reed, and
is usually found at 8′, but also at 16′ and 4′ pitch. It was typical to French theatrical organs
starting from the Baroque. (Stauff 1999, cf. under the letter ‘V’ in the on-lineEncyclopedia of
Organ stops, http://www.organstops.org)
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legitimate, although the terms ‘tightening’ and ‘opening’ seem to mix
rounding of the lips and opening of the mouth. The description reveals
nothing other than the most intuitive point concerning the tongue: ‘it moves
in different ways’.

One element of particular interest is the reference to ‘[vowels’] differ-
ent conjunctionwith consonants’ (p. 174; my emphasis: ZsF), which could
correspond to a rudimentary notion of coarticulation.19 According to the
broadest definition of the term ‘coarticulation’ means “the fact that a
phonological segment is not realized identically in all environments, but
often apparently varies to become more like an adjacent or nearby segment”
(Kühnert & Nolan 1999: 7). For instance, a given consonant’s target place of
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articulation is modified — to a variable extent in different languages — in
order to accommodate the tongue movements of the following vowel.

There are two competing interpretations of what ‘conjunction’ means
in Sorel’s text. The first comes from the traditional definition of vowels and
consonants, and consists of adjoining ‘non-sounding’ segments to ‘sound-
ing’ segments of speech (i.e., consonants to vowels) similarly to aligning
letter symbols in writing. This conception would be neither a new, nor an
accurate view of phonetic segments that are known to be ‘coarticulated’,
i.e., extend beyond their own boundaries. The second interpretation, on the
other hand, would say that Sorel referred to some sort of articulatory
overlap between speech segments. If this were the case, his report would
reflect a more modern conception of coarticulation. The second interpreta-
tion becomes more plausible when the idea of joint speech segments
resurfaces in the discussion of the simulation of syllables: ‘[…] one must
also make pipes for all the vowels and their diversecouplings with conso-
nants in order to form syllables, of which there are no more than fifty in
our vulgar Alphabets’ (p. 175).

This time, the idea of adjacent segments is expressed by the more
mechanical termaccouplement“coupling” that is somewhat closer to the idea
of ‘coarticulating’ than to simply ‘adjoining’ sounds. It is also apparent that
Sorel did not have in mind making pipes for separate letter-sounds, because
he mentions pipes for ‘couplings’, and not for ‘consonants’. On the other
hand, the reference to the number of ‘syllables’ allegedly resulting from the

19 The term ‘coarticulation’ dates from the early 20th century, although the earliest sources are
usually traced back to the late 19th century (cf. Hardcastle & Hewlett 1999).
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combination of elementary speech segments is ambiguous, because fifty
would not even cover the number of possible permutations of the letters of
the alphabet, let alone the number of phonetic segments used in modeling
adjacent speech sounds today.20

It is difficult to determine the most likely source of inspiration for
such a number. The idea of producing words by combining the finite
number of elements that constitute them was a fashionable mathematical
problem in Sorel’s time. Many of his contemporaries, including Marin
Mersenne, were working on a perfectly designed universal language, which
would be based on combinations of all possible sounds, syllables, and
words. Besides Mersenne’sHarmonie Universelle(1635–1636),21 Sorel
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could also have been familiar with Christopher Clavius (1537–1612), whose
work pre-dated Mersenne’s. Clavius also experimented with the permuta-
tions of twenty-three letters of the alphabet, combining them into real and
nonsense words (Séris 1995: 68). Mersenne’s calculations were based on
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twenty-six segments, five vowels and twenty-one consonants, all of which
were considered orthographic units.

4.2 Generating sounds in pipes
For the simulation of vowels, Sorel advocates the use of pipes: ‘It

would be necessary that the pipes open up […] in order to generate the
sound’ (p. 174). The pipes also need to be of different sizes to simulate
‘whether the pronunciation of vowels is soft or harsh, weak or strong’
(p. 174). The analogy with organs is obvious, although it is difficult to tell
whether, with respect to speech sounds, the adjectives refer to voice quality
(‘harsh’), loudness (‘weak’, ‘strong’) or both (‘soft’). The description rightly
anticipates, however, that variations in tube openness and size alone would
not allow generating vowels. Since the mechanical model described here

20 In modern text-to-speech synthesis systems, ‘diphones’ and other artificially created phonetic
segments are used to account for coarticulatory phenomena, such as voicing assimilation, vowel
harmony… etc. Diphones, for instance, correspond to portions of adjacents speech sounds “that
begin in the middle of the stable state of a phone and end in the middle of the following one”
(Dutoit 1997: 180).
21 As Sections 4.2 and 4.3 show, Sorel very likely read this book. Consequently he must have
read Proposals XII, XLVII and XLVIII of the ‘Book of Voice’, which examined the combinat-
ory of letters in words of different lengths in French and other languages. Sorel could have
also read Mersenne’s earlier work on musical theory,Traité d’harmonie universelle(1636),
which I was not able to examine.
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should be ‘an exact imitation’ of human articulatory movements, is seems
straightforward to use what humans do: a tongue. Thelanguette mobile
“small mobile tongue” has to have as many positions or actions (suites) as
necessary to allow the creation of ‘as many syllables as one would like to
have pronounced’ (p. 174). Since no further details are provided, it is
difficult to guess what the terms ‘positions’ and ‘actions’ mean: movements
of a mechanical piece set into vibration by air pressure, or tongue positions
corresponding to different vowels?

Particular attention is given to the material used as resonance chambers.
It is recommended that the tongue, as well as the pipes, be made of soft and
flexible material, no doubt in imitation of the elasticity of the human skin: ‘if
one could, it would also be necessary that they [the pipes] widen and narrow
in different ways, in order to imitate the widening and compression of the
throat, which one could do in pipes made by leather rather than lead’
(p. 174). Unexpectedly, a new element — the mouth — is also mentioned,
although not explored: ‘at least the mouth and the tongue in the pipes should
be made of soft and flexible material’ (p. 174).

The main interest of this discussion is the idea of generating vowels in
pipes using the analogy of the vocal tract. Needless to say, the simulations
evoked here do not have the theoretical depth and broader acoustical
implications of Helmholtz’s (1863) work on harmonics, and even less of
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their synthesis within the ‘source-and-filter model’ of speech production
(Fant 1960).22 Nevertheless, Sorel’s superficial description clearly shows
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that such simulations were sufficiently well known in the 17th century to be
featured in a science book written for a larger public. Thus, it is not surpris-
ing that they reappear in all 18th century speech automata (cf. 4.3)

Only one contemporary source provided Sorel with such state-of-the-art
knowledge of acoustics, and very likely inspired his description, and that is
one of the 17th century’s most important treatises on music: Mersenne’s
Harmonie Universelle, contenant la théorie et la pratique de la Musique
(1636) (Fig. 2).

22 The shape of the vocal tract above the larynx acts as a ‘filter’, amplifying or attenuating
certain frequencies of the periodic ‘source’ of vocal fold vibrations. Early experiments in vowel
simulation helped to formulate the observation that the two — the source and the filter — make
an (almost) independent contribution to the resulting output (cf. Fant 1960).
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Figure 2:�Cover page of Marin Mersenne’sHarmonie Universelle(1636)
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4.3 The influence of Marin Mersenne
Mersenne was among the contemporary scientists Sorel held in great

esteem. Although personal contacts between the two do not seem to have
been documented, Sorel certainly read and reviewed Mersenne’s books (cf.
Section 3, above). Sorel’s writings about the scientific milieu of the early
17th century were also used by Mersenne’s biographers (Mersenne’s corre-
spondence, vol.II). Another general link between the two texts is the
similarity of their treatment of music and speech. In Proposition XIX ofLe
Livre de la voix“The book of voice”, Mersenne examines the two separate-
ly,23 but comes to the conclusion that speaking — although different from
singing in that it involves vowels and consonants — was preferred for
communicative purposes by mere convention: ‘speaking has no advantage
over singing other than usage, and the institutions of men who wanted that
the dictions composed by vowels and consonants signify thoughts and
objects’.24 In other words, the difference between music and speech is
superficial, and music could very well fulfill the same function speech does:
‘one can make up an entire language of as many dictions as one would like
to by means of melodies (des chants)’.25 This apparently total abstraction
from propositional meaning in human languages explains Mersenne’s
mechanistic approach to speech.

Mersenne’sHarmonie Universellecan also be linked to Sorel’s text at
several specific points. Every aspect of speech production mentioned by
Sorel is dealt with in detail by Mersenne. Among the articulators of vowels,
the tongue is explicitly identified as the most important: “[…] sounds could
not become vowels if one did not have a tongue” (Mersenne 1636: 5626).
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Contrary to Sorel, however, Mersenne gives an idea of what position of the

23 “A savoir si la parole est plus excellente que le chant, & en quoy ils sont differens [Whether
speech is more excellent than singing, and to what extent the two differ]” (title of Proposition
XIX, Book of Voice, p. 41).
24 “La parole n’a nul avantage par dessus les chants que le seul usage, & l’institution des
hommes, qui ont voulu que les dictions [mots] composées de voyelles et de consonnantes
signifiassent leurs pensées & les objects extérieurs” (Sorel 1635–1636, Book of Voice, p. 41).
25 “l’on peut faire une langue entiere de tant de dictions que l’on voudra par le moyen de ces
chants” (Sorel 1635–1636, tome II, p. 41). As a matter of practicality, though, Mersenne
concedes a few lines later that people who do not have a musical ear, and ‘the proper voice for
making the tonal intervals’ would be disadvantaged in this case.
26 “[…] car les sons ne feraient nulle voyelle si l’on n’avait point de langue” (Mersenne 1636,
“Livre de la Voix”, p. 56).
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tongue corresponds to what vowel. Although the backing of the tongue in the
case of the vowel [a] is depicted as “le plus simple abaissement qui se fait
au bout [de la langue]” (“the simplest lowering done at the end [of the
tongue])” (p. 57), one dimension of the tongue body movement is correctly
described as ‘backing’elle se retire(p. 57) for the vowel [o]. Words used by
Sorel correspond exactly to those used by Mersenne with respect to lip
movements: ‘lips’ have ‘openings’ (instead of ‘rounding’), but have ‘to
narrow’ for forming the vowel [o].

Mersenne also deals with consonants. His primary reference is the
Hebrews’ classification: labials, dentals, palatals, gutturals, and linguals
(also mentioned in Séris 1995). Although the importance of voicing
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(presence or absence) is not recognized, articulators and places of articula-
tion — lips for bilabials, teeth for labio-dentals, tip and blade of the tongue
for alveolars and coronals — are correctly identified. Mersenne’s views on
consonants can also provide some indication about the meaning of the word
‘conjunction’ in Sorel’s text (4.1). Although in Mersenne’s writings the
nature of the relationship between speech segments and linguistic units is
unclear (cf. Séris 1995: 68), there is evidence that he referred to speech
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segments from an articulatory point of view at some points in his text. First,
as Séris (1995: 67) also points out, Mersenne called vowels and consonants
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‘articulations’, which makes it likely that he also considered them articula-
tory units, rather than mere orthographic conventions. The following lines
from the “Book of Organs” also show that Mersenne knew that the onset of
a vowel contains perceptual information about the identity of the preceding
consonant (p. 38127):

Since consonants cannot be heard elsewhere than at the moment when the
vowel begins, to the extent to which one cannot know whether one
pronounced a consonant or a single vowel […], if one could not hear the
beginning of the pronunciation […] it seems that consonants are nothing
else than a certain shape (circonstance) of the vowel.

27 “Car chaque consonne ne s’entend qu’au mesme moment que la voyelle commence: de sorte
que l’on ne peut savoir si l’on a prononcé une consonne, ou la seule voyelle, [quoique le même
son continuë,] si l’on n’a ouy le commencement de la prononciation [par exemple, on ne peut
savoir si un homme chanteba, ca, da ou fa &c., lorsqu’on n’oyt sa voixa, & que l’on n’a pas
esté au commencement de la prononciation: de maniere ] qu’il semble que les consonnes ne
sont autre chose qu’une certaine circonstance des voyelles.” (Mersenne 1636, “Livre des
Orgues”, p. 381)
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As the following lines from the ‘Book of Voice’ suggest, this knowledge
came from Mersenne’s own experiments (p. 5828):

If anybody wants a more elaborate presentation of this issue, he can read
Hierosme Fabrice’s29 treatise about Rhetorics, although I recommend
him to experiment with all the movements himself […] from which one
can get more satisfaction than from reading books.

If Sorel was reporting on what he read in Mersenne’s book, by ‘conjunction’
(cf. the discussion in 4.1) he might have meant an overlap between phonetic
segments. In that case, both texts are among the first references to coarticu-
lation in a modern sense.

In 18th century discussions of the speaking machine, the question of
overlap between adjacent speech segments surfaces as a practical problem.
When trying to imitate connected speech, inventors struggled with simulating
smooth transitions between vowels and consonants. The speech of Abbé
Mical’s speaking heads (Fig. 3), for instance, was described by contemporary
eyewitnesses as either ´‘mushy’, i.e., collapsing entire words in one segment
or as too slow, pronouncing them too much apart (Chapuis & Gélis 1984
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[1928]: 204).
Kempelen (1791) complained about his first design of the speaking
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machine, an organ producing speech (Fig. 4), in which ‘the first letter had
to stop sounding before the second one could start’ (p. 412), forcing him to
insert a short pause between adjacent sounds. Not being able to manually
control the length of this interval, Kempelen first obtained words in which
sounds were either collapsed together or too chopped up (p. 413). Kratzen-
stein was very likely not affected by this problem, since his speaking
machine was reportedly built only for simulating five isolated vowels (Séris
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1995: 247).
Nothing is as suggestive of Sorel’s main source of inspiration, however,

as his report on organ pipes. Mersenne advocated building an organ that

28 “Si quelqu’un désire un plus grand discours sur cette matiere, il peut lire Hierosme Fabrice
au traité de la Locution, quoi que je lui conseille plustost d’experimenter dans soy-mesme tous
les mouvements [que font les levres, la langue & les autres parties de la bouche en prononçant
toutes sortes de lettres,] dont on peut tirer plus de satisfaction que de la lecture des livres”
(Mersenne 1636, “Livre des Orgues”, p. 58).
29 Jérôme Fabrice de Hinden (1560–1636), German anatomist, cited by Séris (1995: 60).
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Figure 3:�The speaking heads of Abbé Mical. Illustration fromLe Monde des
Automates, reproduced in Chapuis & Gélis (1984[1928]: 205)
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could speak throughout his book, and seems to have personally experimented
with the simulation of vowels:

I add here another characteristics of organ pipes, which I tried to make
pronounce some vowels; I found a, e, o, and u, but not yet i, which gives
me more difficulties than the rest of them. (Mersenne’s correspondence,
1 July 163530).

More than a hundred years later, Kempelen reported on his own painstaking
search for the vowel [i] in almost identical terms: ‘[…] I could soon find the
vowels A, O, U, & an imperfect E, but I could never discover any portion of
an I or Ü, no matter how little or how much I opened the wooden mouth’
(Kempelen 1791: 40431).
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Although many details about the mechanism of speech production were
not known in his time, Mersenne rightly anticipated a number of acoustical
phenomena. For instance, he rightly linked the size of the pipes to pitch
height, an idea also reported by Sorel. As for voice quality, Sorel must have
literally quoted Mersenne, because similar pairs of adjectives appear in both
Sorel’s book —douce, rude, faible et fort“soft, harsh, weak and strong”
(p. 174) — and in Mersenne’sHarmonie Universelle: ‘Thus, one must
realize that the quality of the voice can be reduced to three differences,
since it can besoft & strong, clear & harsh, low & high’ (Mersenne
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1636: 632). Mersenne, however, explains what physiological correlates lie
behind these dimensions of voice quality. Volume or intensity, referred to
by ‘softness’ and ‘strength’, would be due to ‘violent movements of the
muscles of the thorax’ (p. 174). ‘Clearness’ and ‘harshness’ of the voice
would be related to the ‘humidity of the membranes’, which is conceptually
not far from the viscosity of vocal folds33 studied in speech pathology. As

30 “J’ajoute ici une particularité pour les tuyaux d’orgue, auxquels ayant voulu faire prononcer
les voyelles; j’ai trouvé a, e, o et u, et n’ai encore i, qui me fait plus de mal que le reste.”
(Correspondance de Mersenne, tome V, le 1 juillet 1635, p. 269)
31 “… dann ich fand bald die Selbstlautera o u und auch ein undeutliches e. Von einem i oder
ü konnte ich aber auch nicht die geringste Spur entdecken…” (Kempelen 1791: 404).
32 “Or il faut remarquer que les qualités de la voix peuvent estre reduites à trois differences,
car elle estfoible & forte, claire & rauque, grave& aigue” (Mersenne 1636, “Livre de la
Voix”, p. 6).
33 In Mersenne’s time, vocal folds were not yet identified by anatomists. The French anatomist
Antoine Ferrein (1692–1769) will discover them in 1741 (Séris 1995: 60; Panconcelli-Calcia
1994[1941]: 36–37).
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Figure 4:�The first experimental design, a speech ‘organ’, of the speaking machine
of Wolfgang von Kempelen. Illustration fromMechanismus der menschlichen

Sprache(Kempelen 1791: 400)
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for the mechanism by which humans ‘raise’ and ‘lower’ their pitch, Mer-
senne concludes that — in addition to tube size — the process must
somehow involve “the tongue of the larynx”la languette du larynx. This
term also appears in Sorel’s text (p. 174).

The ‘the tongue of the larynx’ was Mersenne’s solution for imitating the
glottis. The simulation consisted of using a reed, whose vibrations were
conveyed to the air in a resonance chamber, i.e., an organ pipe (p. 1734):

If we did not have the example of reeds which make us understand the
movements of the tongue of the larynx, calledglottis by the Anatomists,
it would be difficult to know how the voice of humans can stretch up to
3 or 4 octaves; all the more so that the size of the vocal tract and of the
larynx are not sufficient.

Mersenne was probably the first to imitate vocal fold vibrations in speaking
machines by freely moving reeds, which is the principle behind several
musical instruments including bagpipes, harmoniums and thevox humana.
This practice, however, figured in descriptions of all subsequent speaking
machines. It is not known with certainty what mechanism was used to
simulate the ‘glottis’ in Abbé Mical’s speaking heads, but some sources
indicate that — similar to all early devices — his speaking heads also had “a
keyboard interface”, and operated on the principle of the harmonium (Scha
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1992: 7). Secondary sources about Kratzenstein’s speaking machine also
point to a similar instrument: “vowel sounds withvibrating reedsactivated
by air passage over them”.35 As for Kempelen (1791), he also reported
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using a harmonium for his first speaking machine.
Several ‘proposals’ in Mersenne’s ‘Book of Organs’ also dealt with the

manufacturing of organs, a topic that received particular attention in Sorel’s
text as well. In fact, probably in response to a growing demand from organ
makers, the ‘Book of Organs’ of Mersenne’sHarmonie Universellesaw

34 “Si nous n’avions l’exemple des anches qui nous font comprendre les mouvements de la
languette du larynx, que les Anatomistes appellentglotte, il serait malaisé de savoir comment
la voix d’un homme peut avoir l’estenduë de 3 ou 4 octaves; d’autant que la seule largeur de
l’artere vocale & du larynx ne suffisent pas” (Mersenne 1636, “Livre de la Voix”, p. 17)
35 I did not have the opportunity to examine original reports on this device. The quote is from
http://www.haskins.yale.edu/haskins/heads/simulacra/kratzenstein.html, theHaskins Laboratory.
According to Kemp (1995: 380), Kratzenstein used “a metal reed”.
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several separate editions by different editors36 under the title ofLe Traité
de l’orgue“The treatise of the organ” (1635). The use of leather in making
the mouth and the tongue, however, one of the interesting ideas reported by
Sorel, does not appear in Mersenne’s treatise. Mersenne mentions lead and
brass for the manufacturing of pipes (Mersenne 1635: 15), but not soft
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materials. Regardless of what might have inspired Sorel’s considerations,
the matter had important implications for the future; soft materials were
used in all later constructions of biological automata. For instance, the
‘membranes’ of the artificial glottis of Abbé Mical’s speaking heads (cited
by Chapuis & Gélis 1984[1928]: 204) were very likely made from leather
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or animal guts, while the artificial mouth built by Kempelen (1791) was
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made of ‘elastic rubber’.

5. Building a statue that speaks
5.1 Sorel’s report

Sorel’s text further reveals that ‘the pipes and wheels necessary to the
movement’ would have been hidden in a box inside a statue that could open
its mouth (174–175):

[…] If such a machine would have been placed inside a statue, it would
have seemed to be speaking when, in the same time, a particular spring
would have opened its mouth from time to time.

As for the mechanism that would operate all this, Sorel provides the follow-
ing ‘strange proposal’ (p. 175):

The pronunciation of certain words, which will always be the same and of
a certain quantity, could be done by using a big drum which will have
diverse pegs, and will hit the keys [of the organ] when rolling, as if they
were the fingers of a man.

The reference to revolving pinned barrels, commonly used in music boxes,
is obvious (cf. 5.2). This mechanism, whose origins go far back in time,
became popularized in automata during the 16th and 17th centuries. As
Marguin points out (1994: 184), this mechanical equivalent of computer

36 Pierre Ballard, Richard Charlemagne, and Sébastien Cramoisy are among the editors who
published aTraité de l’Orguebetween 1635 and 1636.
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memory enabled the recording of chimes since the 14th century, and was
used in Charles Babbage’s (1791–1871) Analytical Machine37 in the 19th
century. What makes Sorel’s report interesting is the explicit reference to its
use in simulating speech. Storing and automatically retrieving pre-recorded
information would have been applied to words: ‘[…] their number will be
limited according to the speech (paroles) one would like to hear, similarly to
organs that play certain songs by themselves’ (p. 175).

However, as ingenious as this device might have been, it would not
have been able to autonomously model the great diversity of human speech:
‘The diversity of words is infinite, the preparation of machines is limited and
cannot do this by itself’, Sorel writes (175–176). Human intervention is also
necessary to simulate good quality speech, which could be achieved in the
following way (p. 175):

It is true that if one wants all this to be executed instantaneously, and the
language to be varied in thousands of ways, a human expert has to put his
fingers on the keys according to the speech (paroles) he would like to
create by touching the pipes of the syllables one after the other, in order
to compose all sorts of words.

All this, Sorel adds, would only depend on the dexterity of the expert, and
‘would be done as fast as he would be capable of disposing his fingers’
(p. 175). In other words, what seemed particularly tiresome to Kempelen,
who deplored having to generate entire sentences manually, seemed easy to
Sorel. What brings the two conceptions together is the solution to automatize
the process. Apparently, Kempelen also thought about the organ:

Moreover I am convinced that one could, without much Art, arrange the
machine [his speaking box] with keys similar to the one of a harpsichord
or an organ, in order to make it much easier to play than the current
machine. (Kempelen 1791: 45638)
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37 Charles Babbage’s (1791–1871) room-size ‘Analytical Machine’, built entirely from
mechanical components, is considered the direct ancestor of computers.
38 “Übrigens bin ich auch überzeugt, dass die Machine ohne sonderliche Kunst mit Tästen, wie
ein Clavier oder Orgel so einzurichten wäre, dass das Spielen auf derselben gegen der
dermaligen Art jederman viel leichter fallen sollte” (Kempelen 1791: 456).
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It is apparent that the speaking machine described by Sorel would have been,
at most, semi-automatic, although a fully automatic solution seemed only a
matter of perseverance to him: ‘By the way, one must understand that so
long as one has patience, even all sorts of discourse can be pronounced by
these machines, without any man touching the keys’ (p. 176). As to what
could have powered such fully automatic device, Sorel suggests a solution
that does not appear in later designs: hydraulics.39

He writes: ‘[…] one only has to havewater available to heat up the air or
set somemotionthat would make the bellows play’ (p. 174: my emphasis: ZsF)

The entire mechanism advocated by Sorel would have allowed, in
modern terminology, a multilingual speech synthesizer using unlimited
vocabulary: ‘one can not only make this machine pronounce a few selected
words, but all words one could imagine, and would make it [the machine]
speak in any language one would choose’ (p. 175).

Although the performance of this device is greatly exaggerated, Sorel
deserves the credit for predicting modern text-to-speech synthesis. Sorel’s
enthusiastic belief in automata promising the golden age of humanity
resulted in sharp criticism from his critics, who thought that these machines
came solely from his imagination: ‘more imagination and ingenuity than real
knowledge’, ‘many utopias mixed with some reality’ (Roy 1981: 387), ‘the
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kingdom of fantasy’ (Gillot 1914: 298). However, Sorel was probably less
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creative and more assiduous in reading than his critics thought, because the
design of a hydraulic speaking machine in connection with a statue that
moved came entirely from his readings.

5.2 The speaking statue of Salomon de Caus (1615)
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Paradoxically, Mersenne, who experimented with the speaking machine,
did not believe in making statues speak:

[…] It is not possible to make machines speak by springs, using general
and certain rules, and if some clock makers can make clocks that can
imitate the sounds of a rooster40, or of any other animal, that is done by

39 To the best of my knowledge, none of the designs of speaking machine exhibited in the 18th
century would have used this principle.
40 Mersenne eludes to the famous mechanical clock installed in the Cathedral of Strasbourg in
1350, which fully automatically operated a bird emitting the sound of a rooster.
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hazardous coincidence rather than art. (Mersenne 1636: 5941)
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Consequently, his writings could not have inspired the mechanism of the
speaking statue described by Sorel. A hydraulically-powered statue that
emitted sounds is described, however, in Salomon de Caus’sLes Raisons des
forces mouvantes(1615). As we know (cf. Section 3, above), Sorel not only
read but also recommended this book to his readers.

Salomon de Caus (1576–1626) was one of the most famous engineers
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of the early Baroque period. His hydraulically-powered birds, musical
instruments, and fountains, installed in the royal gardens of Europe were
tributes to the achievements of contemporary science and technology. Yet,
the history of hydraulics and pneumatics goes back to engineers in the
Renaissance, inspired by Greek and Byzantine inventors (cf. Bedini 1964,
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Cohen 1966). Thus, Sorel could very well have read those authors. Neverthe-
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less, Caus’s book was unique in that it presented an instrument that united
three crucial components reported by Sorel: the organ, the revolving barrel
and the principle of hydraulics.

Caus’s hydraulic organ appears inLes Raisons des forces mouvantes
(1615) under the title ‘Machine by which one will make a series of Organs
play by means of water’ (p. 3642). Although the instrument is introduced
earlier in the book (ProblèmeXXV), its mechanism is first described in
ProblèmeXXVIII of ‘Book Two’. A full-page illustration (Fig. 5), mirroring
a short written explanation, shows the inside of a box with several wheels
and gears, a revolving barrel referred to asla roue musicale“the musical
wheel”, and a series of organ pipes.

The result is what Sorel described: an organ operated by a hydraulical-
ly-powered revolving pinned barrel. The incoming stream of water (conduct-
ed through a pipe) setsune roue à eau“a water wheel” in motion which,
when connected to a series of gears, makes the approximately five foot wide
barrel revolve on its horizontal axis. The action of the pegs attached to the
barrel — illustrated by an enlarged picture on the next page — was transmitted

41 “[…] il n’est pas possible de faire parler les machines par des ressorts en usant des reigles
generales & certaines; & si quelques Horlogers font faire du bruit semblable au chant du coq,
où de quelque’autre animal, cela se fait plustot par une rencontre hazardeuse que par art”
(Mersenne 1636, Livre de la Voix, p. 59).
42 “Machine par laquelle l’on fera sonner un jeu d’Orgues, par le moyen de l’eau” (Caus 1615,
Livre Second, p. 36).
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to the organ pipes by means of levers as the barrel revolved. The levers

Figure 5:�Fully automatic hydraulic organ using the principle of the revolving
pinned barrel by Salomon de Caus. Illustration fromLes Raisons des forces

fouvantes(Caus 1615: 36).

acted as the ‘keys’ of the organ operating the valves of the pipes, and
making the pipes sound when — and as long as — the pegs of the barrel
were in contact with them (lifted or pushed them). The mechanism by which
the bellows sent air into the pipes is explained inProblèmeXXIX, but
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neither this mechanism, nor the illustration provided for the revolving barrel
reveal any moving statues.

However, a ‘speaking’ statue does appear among the hydraulically-
powered engines inProblèmeXXXV of ‘Book Two’ (Fig. 6). It is presented
as ‘an admirable machine which, put inside the pedestal of a statue, would
make a sound at sunrise, or when it would be exposed to sunshine, so that
the statue would seem to emit that sound’ (p. 4443). In other words, it was
not an actual automaton. The ingenious device promised in the title only
seemed like emitting sounds.

The statue that inspired Caus was the Colossus of Memnon, a well-
known mythical figure since the times of Ancient Egypt. Carved from black
stone, this statue of a young man facing the sun was described by Tacitus as
possessing the power of speech, because it yielded sounds when the air
escaped from its crevices at sunrise (cf. Cohen 1966: 16). Before this
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explanation was found, however, the mythical interpretation proposed by
Tacitus had become popularized throughout the Western world. The legend
held that the sounds of Memnon came from his mother’s pitiful crying over
the loss of her son, killed by Achilles. Caus neither questioned the myth, nor
was he trying to come up with a better explanation. He simply used it for
imagining an automaton that could give the impression of speech. Based on
his expertise, he suggested a hydraulic organ, which would have used the
heat of the sun to set water in movement, force the air out of the pipes, and
make them ‘yield a trembling sound like that of a drum’ (p. 4444).

5.3 Speaking statues of Athanasius Kircher
The story of the colossus of Memnon also intrigued one of the most

famous scientists of the 17th century, Athanasius Kircher (1602–1680). Caus
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and Kircher, however, had very different ambitions. Caus, an engineer,
looked for working devices he could exhibit for the sole purpose of enter-
tainment. Kircher, on the other hand, a fervent Jesuit, was interested in the
less practical endeavor of demonstrating the ingenuity of God’s creation in
everything, including myths and biblical stories.

43 “Pour faire une machine admirable, laquelle estant posée au pied d’une figure, jettera un son
au lever du Soleil, ou quand le Soleil donnera dessus, en sorte qu’il semblera que ladite figure
face ledit son.” (Caus 1615, Livre Second, p. 44)
44 “[…] lesquels donneront un son tremblant comme le bruit d’un tambour” (Caus 1615, Livre
Second, p. 44).
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Figure 6�The statue of Memnon imagined as a speaking statue thanks to the
hydraulic device installed in the box underneath. Illustration fromLes Raisons des

Forces Mouvantes(Caus 1615: 44).
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Kircher’s interest in speaking machines is well known, and historians
of automata often quote his belief in making statues move and speak.
Details about the machines he described, however, are usually left out.
Chapuis & Gélis (1984[1928]), for instance, refer to ‘man-size figures that
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thanks to the movements of their eyes, lips and tongue, and the sounds they
will be capable of emitting could appear to be alive’ (p. 20245), but they
only focus on the fact that the alleged construction of such a machine for
the Queen of Sweden was never carried out. Panconcelli-Calcia (1994
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[1940]) also reports on Kircher inQuellenatlas zur Geschichte der Phonetik,
but not with respect to speaking machines, whose story begins with Kem-
pelen. Cohen (1966: 84) considers him “a man of great ability and encyclo-
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pedic learning” who believed in speaking automata, but declines further
comment in favor of 18th-century inventors. Séris (1995: 66) also mentions

<LINK "fag-r32">

Kircher’s books on acoustics but does not analyze them, nor does he
include them in his bibliography.46 One possible reason for this is that
with these machines, as Godwin writes, “the magical aspect is never far
away” (Godwin 1979: 67). For the most part, Kircher’s explanations were as

<LINK "fag-r16">

fantastic as their object of study.
Kircher suggested, for instance, that “a harpsichord was actually hidden

inside the statue” of Memnon (Cohen 1966: 24), which could account for

<LINK "fag-r7">

the sounds it made. HisOedipus Aegyptiacus(1654) also contains a similar
explanation for the famous speaking statues of the Hebrews, calledTeraph-
ims. These totemic statues, mentioned in the Old Testament, generated
heated debates in scientific circles of the early 17th century. Mersenne,
Descartes and Sorel,47 with other ‘Moderns’, took the side of the skeptics,
while Jacques Gaffarel’s (1601–1681) then famousCuriosités inouiës

<LINK "fag-r14">

“Unheard of curiosities” (1650[1629]), for instance, argued in favor of their
authenticity. Kircher also considered them a myth, since he argued that ‘the
science of Divinity and Nature’ of the ancient Egyptians was represented
‘under various fables and allegorical tales’ (vol. II, p. 40). However, the

45 “[…] une figure qui grâce aux mouvements des yeux; des lèvres et de la langue, et aux sons
qu’elle émettrait, paraîtrait vivante” (Chapuis & Gélis (1984[1928], vol. II, p. 202).
46 I take this as an indication that, contrary to numerous other work, Séris did not study these texts.
47 Séris (1995: 78) mentions that both Descartes and Mersenne reacted strongly against
Gaffarel’s Curiosités inouiës(1629), which was condemned by the Sorbonne. Sorel also
virulently criticized the faulty ‘demonstrations’ advanced by Gaffarel, and hisDes Talismans,
ou figures faites sous certaines constellations(1636) was, in fact, a reply to Gaffarel.
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alternative explanation he suggested might be less fantastic than Cohen
supposed. It involved a combination of levers powered by water heated up
by the sun, and setting in motion “a series of vibrating tongues” (also cited
by Cohen 1966: 24). Knowing Mersenne’s and Caus’s work on organs and
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hydraulics (4.3 and 5.1), this could very well be a naïve account of a
hydraulic musical instrument using freely moving reeds. Support for this
comes first from Kircher’s biographers who report that, apparently, Kircher
built “mechanical musical instruments and [the kind of] automata with
which he entertained his patrons and visitors” (Godwin 1979: 67). Secondly,
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both Mersenne’s and Kircher’s extended correpondences48 indicate that
Kircher not only knew about Mersenne’s and Caus’s work on automated
musical instruments, but that he was also inspired by them. He was, in fact,
one of Mersenne’s admirers, colleagues, and hosts during Mersenne’s visit
to Rome in 1640:49

The F. [Father] Kircher devoured in 4 days my bookThe Universal
Harmonywhich I sent to him, and he says he is delighted; he will soon write
about music and let us know about the way of composing [music] in every
way by combinations. (Mersenne’s correspondence, 16 January 162950)

The musical treatise mentioned by Mersenne is one of Kircher’s most
popular books:Musurgia universalis sive Ars magna consoni et dissonifrom
1649. According to Godwin (1979: 67), hundreds of copies were distributed
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to the congress of Jesuits traveling to Roma to elect new ecclesiastic
officials in 1650. The book is known to have been distributed, read and

48 For Mersenne’s correspondence, cf. Mersenne 1945–1977[1617–1627]. Kircher’s correspon-
dence is now available on the Web at http://www.pinakes.org/currentprojects.htm, “Kircher
Correspondence Project”.
49 The two scientists were in contact from the early years of Kircher’s journey to Avigon as a
Professor at the College of Avignon (1633). Kircher’s reputation among French scientists was
established by his botanical clock (horloge botanique) exhibited in 1633 (Mersenne’s correspon-
dence, 6 June 1633, tome III, p.427). During Mersenne’s life, the contacts between the two
scientists were regular. BeforeMusurgia Universalis sive Ars magna consoni et dissoni(1649),
Kircher was inspired by Mersenne’s work on magnetism published in 1639 in France, three
years before Kircher’sMagnes sive de Arte magnetica(1641).
50 “Le P. [Père] Kircher a devoré en 4 jours mon livre de l’Harmonie Universelle que je luy ay
presté icy, et dit en estre ravi ; il doit escrire de la musique et donner à tous la manière de
composer en toutes façon par les combinaisons.” (Correspondance de Mersenne, le 16 janvier
1629, tome XIII, p. 320)
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discussed all over Europe and, more than likely, in France. Although
Mersenne was no longer alive in 1650, Sorel was in the middle of designing
his educational project on contemporary science. Therefore, it is surely
within the realm of possibility that Sorel read the book.

In fact, it is likely that he did so, because a hydraulic organ, ingeniously
hidden in a box and powering several singing statues, is one of the automata
presented by Kircher in ‘Book Nine’ ofMusurgia Universalis(1649).
Strangely enough, this instrument is probably not the one historians mention
with respect to Kircher. The ‘speaking trumpet’, usually regarded as Kir-
cher’s ‘speaking machine’, appears in ‘Book Two’, and it corresponds to the
first design of a megaphone. As the illustration shows (Fig. 7), it is a spiral
tube conducting the outdoor sounds of voices to an inside room, and is
considered a ‘speaking machine’ merely because the narrow part of the tube
led to busts of statues that, using the amplified sounds from outside, ‘ap-
peared to’ be speaking.

The fully automatic hydraulic organ presented in ‘Book Nine’,Magia
Phonocamptica, is based on the principles evoked by Sorel (cf. 5.1) and
explained in detail by Caus (5.2). As the illustration indicates (Iconismus
“Image” XXII; cf. Fig. 8), it is a hydraulic instrument combining an Aeolian
chamber (A) from which water is conducted to a wheel (B) making the pinned
barrel —cylindro phonotactico“phonotactic cylinder” (C and D) enlarged in
the center of the image — revolve. The revolving barrel, however, not only
makes the organ (N) sound, but through the actions of its pegs it also com-
mands a series of moving figures and statues shown in the upper left (Fig. II)
and right (Fig. III) corners of the illustration. This machine is called a Pythag-
orean musical automaton with three cyclops manipulating hammers:Musicam
PythagoricamAutomatamexhibereadmalleos triumCyclopumproportionatos,
dispositam(Kircher 1650:346). The title refers to the set of figures in the
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upper left corner: the Roman God Vulcan (front) holding a piece of metal, and
his threeCyclops, i.e., the workmen of Vulcan (side and back), beating the
metal with their hammers (malleos).

The eight animated statues shown in the upper right corner were
forming a chorus, and to the beat of the hammers, they are singing a melody
the score to which is provided by Kircher with the description of the
mechanism. The music is ‘distributed on the phonotactical cylinder in three
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Figure 7:�Speaking busts of Athanasius Kircher working on the principle of the
megaphone. Illustration fromMusurgia universalis sive Ars magna consoni et

dissoni(1649, Book Two, p. 303)
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Figure 8:�Hydraulic organ using the principle of the revolving pinned barrel,
also operating singing and dancing figures from Athanasius Kircher’s

Musurgia Universalis(1649, Book Nine, p.350)
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portions and eight voices’ (p. 34751). Kircher carefully describes every
detail, including the way the hammers should be attached to the Cyclops.
Besides the animating mechanism, he is also interested in details of manufac-
turing. He specifies, for instance, that the singing figures should have a
‘concave interior made of resonating material’ (p. 35052). Although this
complicated mechanism could not have been hidden inside the tiny moving
statues, it was designed to be in a box underneath the statues.

Kircher’s sophisticated musical automaton, however, is not only
interesting with respect to the mechanical and conceptual details it could
provide for Sorel’s scientific popularization. This design is also crucial in
linking the Age of Enlightenment to previous centuries, that is linking chess
players, flutists, singing birds, dancing figures and other sophisticated
biological automata of inventors, such as Jacques de Vaucanson (1709–
1782), to the revolving pinned barrels hidden inside music boxes of engi-
neers, such as Salomon de Caus (1576–1626). The idea of a musical instru-
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ment operated by such revolving barrels on the principle of clockwork was a
technological success of the Renaissance. It was elaborated principally during
the 17th century, and popularized during the 18th century. Machines trying to
simulate human speech grew out of this long process of development, which
through the invention of the computer and electronics, led to today’s virtual
speaking heads.53

6. Conclusions
This paper presents a historical document yet unknown in the history of

phonetics and speaking automata. An excerpt from a French science textbook
La Science Universelle(Sorel 1667[1641]), the text contains the description
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of a semi-automatic, multilingual speaking machine modeled after a hydrau-
lic organ, with the potential of using unlimited vocabulary. The analysis
reveals that Sorel’s scientific popularization is a secondary source of
information, very likely inspired by Marin Mersenne’sHarmonie Universelle
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51 “Hanc Melothesiam triplae portionis & in 8 voces distributam cylindro phonotactico”
(Kircher 1970[1650]: 347)

6 ‘I perform the function of a whetstone, which can make the iron sharp though itself unable
to cut’, Aubrey-Wood, 3 February 1672/3, ms. Wood F 39, f.197r. See Horace (1926:474–475).
This is also the epigraph to Dryden’s “Essay of dramatic poesy”, Dryden (1892: XV.273). On
Aubrey’s life, see Powell (1948), and for his intellectual role, see Hunter (1975). This essay is
indebted to both works.
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(1636), Salomon de Caus’sLes Raisons des forces mouvantes(1615), and
Kircher’s Musurgia universalis sive Ars magna consoni et dissoni(1650).
Although the speaking machine described here still bears some resemblance
to mythical speaking heads that could probably never function, it represents
far more than a simple attempt at simulating the speaking homunculus inside
a statue. Comparisons with the original sources revealed that Sorel’s text
popularized state of the art knowledge of articulatory and acoustic phonetics,
and it did so in terms of mechanics that represent a close approximation of
the mechanism developed by Abbé Mical,54 Christian Gottlieb Kratzen-
stein, and Wolfgang von Kempelen in the 18th century. In light of these
arguments, this paper suggests that it is the mechanical Renaissance of the
Baroque period, and not the later 18th century, that led to the invention of
the speaking machine. With words from Alfred North Whitehead’s (1861–
1947)Science and the Modern Word, which Chomsky (1966: 1) chose as a
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motto for hisCartesian Linguistics, one would be inclined to say:

A brief, and sufficiently accurate, description of the intellectual life of
European races during the two succeeding centuries and a quarter up to
our own time is that they have been living upon the accumulated capital
provided for them by the genius of the seventeenth century.
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Exhibit A:�Page 174 from Charles Sorel’sLa Science Universelle(1667[1641])
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Exhibit B:�Page 175 from Charles Sorel’sLa Science Universelle(1667[1641])
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Exhibit C:�Page 176 from Charles Sorel’sLa Science Universelle(1667[1641])
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SUMMARY

This paper shows that in the 17th century various attempts were made
to build fully automatic speaking devices resembling those exhibited in the
late 18th-century in France and Germany. Through the analysis of writings
by well-known 17th-century scientists, and a document hitherto unknown in
the history of phonetics and speech synthesis, an excerpt fromLa Science
universelle(1667[1641]) of the French writer Charles Sorel (1599–1674), it
is argued that engineers and scientists of the Baroque period have to be
credited with the first model of multilingual text-to-speech synthesis engines
using unlimited vocabulary.

RÉSUMÉ

Cet article montre que la construction des automates parlants similaires
à ceux présentés au public au XVIIIe siècle en France et en Allemagne fut
tentée par plusieurs inventeurs un siècle auparavant. A travers l’analyse des
extraits d’ouvrages scientifiques bien connus du dix-septième siècle et d’un
document encore inconnu dans l’histoire de la phonétique et de la synthèse
de la parole, un extrait deLa Science universelle(1667[1641]) de l’écrivain
français Charles Sorel (1599–1674), il est suggéré que l’invention de la
synthèse vocale multilingue à vocabulaire illimité est due aux ingénieurs et
aux scientifiques de l’Âge classique.

www.organstops.org
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ZUSAMMENFASUNG

Der vorliegende Aufsatz weist nach, daß im 17. Jahrhundert eine Reihe
von Versuchen unternommen worden sind, eine automatische Sprech-
maschine zu bauen, die solchen ähnelt, die in Frankreich und Deutschland im
späten 18. Jahrhundert der Öffentlichkeit vorgestellt wurden. Mithilfe der
Analyse von Schriften bekannter Wissenschaftler des 17. Jahrhunderts sowie
eines in der Geschichte der Phonetik und Sprachsynthese bisher nicht
bekannten Dokuments, einem Auszug ausLa Science universelle(1667
[1641]) des französischen Autors Charles Sorel (1599–1674), wird die These
untermauert, daß Ingenieuren und Forschern der Barockzeit das Verdienst
zukommt, als erste Modelle von multilingualen, synthetischen Sprechmaschi-
nen entwickelt zu haben, die ein unbegrenztes Vokabular verwendeten.
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